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2017-04-15 – Summer Skies – In Springtime 
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Spring skies around here typically are clear and cloudless. 

 
. . . but once in a while, we get a taste of summer monsoon clouds a little early. 
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As on this recent ride. 
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A drink from a little spring along the trail. 
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After the ride, Lulu cools off in a brook filled with watercress. 

 
Robert Frost was right - you can never tell about April (in New Mexico)! 
MM 
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'Twas the night before Easter, 
and all through the ranch, 
Not one thing was stirring, 
not even a branch. 
The eggs were all colored, placed in baskets with care - 
in hopes that the bunny soon would be there. 
Little Lulu and Wilcox, snuggled close as could be - 
Wish you a Happy Easter, 
joined by the horses and me! 

 
Happy Easter! 
MM 
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Old-time ranchers say that when the mesquite trees leaf out, winter is over in the 
desert. We'll see! 
When the leaves first appear on the treacherous trees (mesquite have nasty thorns), they resemble 
gentle weeping willows . . . which they are NOT. 

 
The high desert has a green cast as we take off for an afternoon ride. 
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Spanky checks out the badlands. 
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. . . and discusses the situation with Thunder. "Well, why not? It is a nice day . . . " 

 
They decide to explore . . . Thunder leads the way at a gallop. 
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Spanky takes his time on the descent. 

 
Thunder has a roll in soft sand. 
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Spanky waits his turn. "Are you done YET?" 

 
Running to catch up after his sand bath. 
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He slams on the brakes before overtaking Thunder. 

 
. . . and again . . . 
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It's cooler on the shady side. 

 
Thunder finds the best way up and out. 
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Spanky wonders if there might be an elevator somewhere . . . 

 
(And Belle, uncomplaining, does this with me on her back). 

 
Warmer days are on the way . . . best to enjoy the desert now. 
Thanks for coming along!       MM 
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For many, Easter is a time for family - and so it was for us. The horses (and Lulu) went 
along as I had brunch at The Silver Dollar Restaurant in the tiny hamlet of Tinnie (just 
a few buildings along the highway between Ruidoso and Roswell). 
The Silver Dollar is a surprise. A wonderful place, literally "40 miles from nowhere". 

 
They have an outdoor dining pavilion, where Lulu and I ate . . . 
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. . . within view of a grass paddock where the horses had their Easter brunch. 

 
Of course, the horses made a number of new friends. As always, I was proud of their good manners - 
they created wonderful Easter memories for some excited little children. 
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After brunch, I promised the horses a ride along the Bonito River. 

 
Spanky loves to play in the water. As none of the rest of us enjoy getting all wet, he generally plays by 
himself. 
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It is very special to be able to trust them like this. 

 
It turned into a very long ride on a warm day. Thunder figured out how to cool off and snack up at the 
same time. 
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It was even farther for Lulu (her legs are much shorter), but she had a wonderful Easter outing with her 
family. 

 
These dramatic rocks make for a beautiful and secluded setting (as usual, we didn't see anyone else on 
our ride). 
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Everyone quickened the pace when they realized where we were headed. 

 
These beautiful waterfalls are a favorite spot. 
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The sound of rushing water is wonderful. 
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. . . and nearby is some of the greenest grass around. 

 
While the horses grazed, Lulu and I hiked high above the river gorge, where she could do her Rin Tin 
Tin impersonation . . . again . . . 
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. . . before heading home. 

 
It was a special, memorable Easter for us. 
Happy we could share it with you! 
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As always, we remember our beloved Maverick, on the anniversary of his passing. 

.  

MM 
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Though not far from the ranch "as the crow flies", Tortolita Canyon is one of the most 
remote, and therefore seldom visited, areas in the Lincoln National Forest. Because it 
is so rugged, access is very limited. Parking for the trailer is miles from the canyon, 
and the trail first climbs more than 1,000 ft. to a natural saddle, then traverses a 
narrow, windy ridge, before dropping nearly 2,000 ft. steeply down into the canyon. 
Just getting to the canyon is a long ride . . . and then there is exploring the canyon itself 
- a beautiful trek along the forest floor, with occasional wet seeps and springs. We had 
heard of an historic old homestead in the canyon, and wanted to check it out. This is 
the part of the forest least familiar to us. I knew we had to be prepared for a ride like 
this, so I loaded a backpack (since I don't use a saddle, there are no saddle bags!) with 
food, extra water, a jacket, map and headlamp-type flashlight. 
On the lower slopes, aspens are beginning to leaf out. 
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We climbed and climbed, spotting blossoming trees along the way. 
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Reaching the top, we still had a very long way to go. 

 
Tortolita Canyon is far below. Groves of gamble oaks have not yet greened up. 
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Down, down, down a very rugged, rocky trail. 
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I got off, to make it easier for Belle. 

 
She looks uncertain. Horses are very intuitive . . . 
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We finally reached the canyon floor - a relief! 
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Well-protected by the canyon walls, old-growth ponderosa pines are gargantuan. 

 
It's a long, winding canyon, with grassy meadows this time of year. 
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We traveled for miles, eyes peeled for the homestead ruins. Pine needles were fragrant underfoot in the 
warm late afternoon. 

 
We took breaks along the way, but I was getting concerned about the time. We had ridden for miles and 
had still not come to the old homestead . . . and we had to go back the same way . . . 
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Finally, we found it (we think . . .) Although old photos show an adobe house, all that seemed to be left 
was this massive stone fireplace. 

 
Another drink as we head back. 
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It was a long way to the trailer - the horses and Lulu were thoroughly enjoying the ride, but it was much 
farther than we had anticipated. 

 
I figured we could make it back to the base of the trail leading out of the canyon before dark. Once on 
track, we should be able to climb up and out, even without light. 
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Then I made a wrong turn. We headed up a trail which didn't seem familiar. Sure enough, it dead-ended 
and we had to go back. By now it was dusk and we were still several miles from the trail back. By the 
time we reached the trail up, it was dark. No moon. Really dark. Fortunately, Thunder's white coat stood 
out even in the gloom, so he led and we followed - until we reached an unmarked fork in the trail none 
of us remembered. Even Thunder looked stumped. By now it was after nine o'clock. We had been riding 
for about seven hours. Everyone was game, but I was concerned. A wrong turn now could take us miles 
out of our way . . . in the dark. Finding some cell service, I called my friends Mike and Helen to let them 
know, so that no one would be worried. I said we might just wait it out until daylight, to be safe. 
It wasn't too cold, and the horses were happy to graze on the open knoll we had chosen. I laid down on 
the ground and cuddled up with Lulu for a little rest. Using the headlamp, I checked the map. With no 
landmarks in the inky blackness, I just couldn't be sure. Then I realized Thunder was gone! "That's not 
like him", I thought to myself. I called. No answer. Following my cue, Belle and then Spanky whinnied 
out to him. No answer. "That's REALLY strange", I thought. Overcoming an urge to panic, I calmed us 
all by reminding the horses that Thunder is very smart, and has always been our guide. I figured that 
one of two things were likely happening: He had headed back to the trailer to wait for us (pretty typical 
horse behavior), or was scouting the route for us (certainly unusual for most horses). We waited. When 
unsure, staying put is usually the best plan. Thunder knew where we were - he had seen us "bed down". 
We were in no real danger, and I was prepared to stay until first light. By now, it was nearly midnight. 
Doubt set in. If Thunder was at the trailer, I thought, he would be worried about us. Maybe we should 
proceed on the trail. But which way? Well . . . east probably makes the most sense. But then the trails 
up here veer wildly in every direction. What goes east now could easily end up being a north, south, or 
even west-heading trail. The map didn't help. Hmmm. Then we heard it. A familiar whinny. Thunder was 
back! He greeted us with some urgency, and spinning around, he clearly bid us to follow him. He HAD 
scouted a way back and then returned for us! Amazing horse! 
We continued on the trail a while, and then Thunder stopped cold, backed up a couple of feet, and lead 
us into the brush. Bushwhacking, he seemed to know exactly what he was doing. He had navigated this 
earlier during his scouting. I kept tabs on Lulu, who as usual was close to her buddy Thunder. 
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Finally, we hit a familiar trail leading back to the trailer! Thunder turned and gave me a sort of horse-
wink. He did it. Now confident in our direction, we stopped occasionally for water or grass along the 
way. Relaxed, I could appreciate the countless stars, twinkling like diamonds in a black velvet sky. We 
got back to the trailer around two o'clock. I figure we covered about 20 miles of trail. 
Riding as much as we do, something like this was bound to happen eventually. But we will do all we can 
not to be caught out like this again! Back home, Thunder got our sincere thanks - and lots of carrots! 

 
MM 
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After our "odyssey" . . . it was nice to spend some quiet time along the Bonito River. 
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"Thanks again, Thunder!" 
"Aw shucks, it was nut'in." 

 
"Yeah, well, sure was good to see you headed our way!" 
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"We always have good times - together." 
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Ahhh . . . 
MM 
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This time of the year we often encounter new calves on our rides. 
Awww . . . 

 
The horses always like to see their friends, so we mosey over to the herd. 
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A frisky one 
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Must be the weather - Thunder is full of energy as we move on. 
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Belle, Spanky and Lulu are in a more mellow mood. 
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. . . but, as we get closer to the trailer . . . 
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The race is on! 
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We gallop into the sunset. 

 
"Wow! They're fast!" 

 
MM 
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The weather folks warned of an approaching "historic" spring storm. So, just in case, 
we decided to enjoy a long ride near Capitan. 
Well, there are some clouds to the west . . . but it's in the mid-70's . . . hmmm. 

 
Grass is starting to come up everywhere on the range. 
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. . . and lots of spring flowers, too. 
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Even "Indian Paintbrush". 

 
Clouds continue to float in. 
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. . . but in the sun, it was plenty warm (Lulu would agree - pant, pant). 

 
Darker skies near Capitan Gap. 
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A green snack before heading home. 

 
By the time we got to the ranch, it was raining. "Great!" we all agreed. The horses had supper in the 
barn, as rain pelted down. Very cozy (and unusual for our typically "dry" spring). 
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At four in the morning, I awoke with a start - it was too quiet. Sure enough . . . big contrast to the day 
before! 
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Scallops of snow on the tool shop roof. 
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The apple tree bends low with wet, heavy snow. 

 
View from the barn door. "Winter Wonderland" . . . at the end of April! 
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Lulu seems confused. "Didn't we already have Christmas?" 
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Ah, New Mexico! 
MM 
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A barn is cozy on a snowy day - but not much fun. The horses were happy to get out 
and play. 

 
"Oh, boy! Snow day!" 
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"Whoopee"! 
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Yup - still snowing. 

 
Lots of moisture in this snow. 
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The horses seem a little puzzled . . . "But yesterday it was sunny and warm!" 

 
Belle wisely takes cover. 
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More frolicking. 

 
No one enjoys snow more than Spanky! 
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Thunder sports a snow mustache. 

 
What a treat . . . just a little taste of winter (and a sunny 70 degrees predicted by 
Tuesday). 
MM 
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It's been a perfect storm. No, not the destructive kind that sink ships. This one started 
out with lots of welcome rain, and then turned into real, wet, heavy, "Christmas card" 
snow. Then the sun came out. It was odd to have so much snow - and to be able to 
enjoy it during Daylight Savings Time! 
Late in the afternoon . . . 
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The cats came out to explore. "Hmmm . . . this dirt feels funny." 

 
"Yuck! This stuff is squishy. Phooey!" 
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"Ahem . . . isn't the sun nice?" 

 
"How come you never move?" 
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"Well, you're kinda boring, but I like you anyway." 

 
While the horses napped. 
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. . . and the deer enjoyed some apple leaves - reaching the boughs bent low with snow. 
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"Who, me?" 

 
Yup. A special day - glad we could share some of it with you! 

 
We'll see what tomorrow brings - in New Mexico! 
MM 
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This morning dawned bright and clear - with about six inches of snow on the ground. 
Crystal icicles hung all along the veranda roof. 

 
Like frozen daggers. 
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By the afternoon they were gone, and only a few little patches of snow remained! 
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What had been covered in white snow was green again! 

 
Only the high mountains retained their mantle of white. The Capitans . . . 
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. . . and majestic Nogal Peak. 

 
By this evening, all the snow had melted into the very saturated ground . . . 
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. . . and the deer were back to their usual snack routine. 

 
It was hard to believe . . . all that snow vanished in a single day. Mother Earth has 
enjoyed a very deep drink . . . and spring is back. 
MM 
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With all that rapidly-melted snow, we figured most trails would be pretty muddy. But 
we found a dry spot for a late afternoon ride. 
Seems like Thunder knows when the camera comes out, and makes big, sweeping runs when it does! 

 
Lousy photos of us all running down into a deep arroyo, and then out the other side. 
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The leader. 
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Lulu races to keep up. 
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She loves this! 

 
Long-legged horses. 
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Quiet end to a peaceful (and mud-less) day. 

 
MM 
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Sometimes you just know when it's the right time for a certain ride. We got up early, 
got the chores done, and hit the road. The horses could tell this was going to be 
something special. 
On the way, we stopped by Mescalero Lake, where we met some friendly mallards. 

 
Then down off the mountain into the Tularosa Basin. If you look carefully, you can see White Sands 
shimmering in the distance (that's distinctive Round Mountain - location of a famous Apache battle - on 
the left). 
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La Luz, New Mexico. On The National Register of Historic Places, the old Hispanic village nestles at the 
western base of our mountains - with beautiful, lush gardens (thanks to an ancient acequia water 
delivery system). But this is desert country. Outside of town, Ocotillos bloom against stark mesas. 

 
Cool water comes down from the high mountain - creating some nearly miraculous oases. 
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We are riding up a remote, narrow canyon, following the path of an ancient stream. Spanky celebrates 
in the warm sand beneath dramatic rock walls. 
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Above the streambed, grassy meadows flourish under the blazing sun. 

 
We encounter some curious brand-new Angus calves. "Hey, mom, what's that?" 
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A place of magic in the stark desert. 

 
No one is in a hurry on this ride. We savor the journey to our destination . . . 
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A waterfall in the desert! A mirage come to life. 
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Precious water has flowed over this escarpment for millennia. Mogollon Indians sought comfort here, as 
did the later Apaches like legendary warriors Geronimo and Victorio. Billy the Kid likely roamed here in 
his journey to immortality . . . and in 1896, Albert Jennings Fountain and his eight-year-old son 
disappeared nearby on their way from Lincoln to Mesilla, likely murdered for their role in combating 
rampant cattle rustling - one of New Mexico's enduring mysteries. 

 
History and mystery seem to seep into the sand here like the endlessly flowing cool water. 
"Really! Did all that happen around here?" queries inquisitive Spanky. "That was a long time ago", 
reassures Thunder. 
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. . . but today, all is quiet as the horses peacefully graze. 

 
Or loll in the cool mist of the falls. 
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Spanky stands close enough to be showered by the falling water. 

 
Very happy horses. It's 80 degrees here; just three days ago, we were playing in fresh snow. 
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Lulu guards my clothes while I join them (is she winking at my skinny-dip?). 

 
The soothing sound soon lulls everyone into a nap. 
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"Yawn" . . . 

 
Then something unseen attracts their attention. A ghost from the past, drifting in the breeze? 
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Back to their Zen. 
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Happy dog, too. 
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Thunder and Lulu share a sweet moment. 

 
We know we have to mosey on. “Hey, Belle, are you ready to go?” 
"Are you kidding? Who wants to leave paradise?" 
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Reluctantly, we hit the trail again. 
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Taking with us memories to last a lifetime. 

 
So grateful we could share this with you. 
MM 
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The word "lagoon" conjures romantic south seas islands . . . but we have some up 
tranquil lagunas here in the mountains, too! 
The trail deceptively looks like a piney mountain trek. 

 
There are alpine meadows among meandering creeks. 
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. . . and trout in the stream. 

 
. . . but then there is this: a high-elevation Bali Hai! 
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On a tropically-warm afternoon . . . 

 
. . . we could practically hear Tahitian drummers in the background. 
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The horses had been transported to an island paradise . . . less than 10 miles from home! 

 
This is so cool! And no jet lag!" 
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"Aloha!", mugs Spanky with a mouthful of grass. 
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Even Lulu did a little "Polynesian Princess" swim . . . 

 
(. . . and then her Rin Tin Tin routine). 
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"Hey . . . " 

 
"Can we watch "South Pacific" tonight?" 

 
Aloha to you, 
MM 
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Few people remember that during WWII, Japan seriously considered wildfires as a 
weapon, launching 9,000 fire-bomb balloons into the jet stream headed for America's 
west coast (about 10% actually reached the U.S. - five school children and their teacher 
were killed by one in Bly, Oregon). In 1944, with most able-bodied men enlisted in the 
war and unavailable for firefighting, a concerned Ad Council invented "Smokey Bear" 
as a mascot for the Forest Service in the hope of increasing public awareness. In 1950, a 
little American black bear cub was orphaned by a catastrophic fire near Capitan Gap 
in New Mexico. Named "Smokey", he became the living symbol of fire prevention. 
After a long life at the National Zoo in Washington D.C. (Smokey received so many 
fan letters - 13,000 per week - his own zip code was established), he came home to rest 
at the Smokey Bear Historical Park in Capitan. Each year a big event celebrates 
Smokey and firefighters everywhere. Once again, Belle was invited to lead the parade. 
She has gotten used to this - and I think may look forward to it. It's always an honor to carry our 
country's flag - and Belle does it with dignity. 
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She gladly greets admirers of all ages. 
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. . . and patiently poses for "historic" photos. 
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At this year's event, the competition among chainsaw woodcarvers was terrific. 
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Some of these tree stumps will soon be Smokey Bear look-alikes. 
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Never saw a deer carved like this before. 
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After the event, we took a peaceful family ride - Belle had earned it (her boys were happy to see her 
when she arrived home). 

 
Lulu and Thunder share a cool drink along the trail. 
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Remember: "Only YOU can prevent wildfires!" 
MM 
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Spring is often a dry and windy season in New Mexico. But not this year! First the 
snow, and then "summer monsoon"-type rain. 
Typical monsoon clouds build up. 

 
It really came down! 
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The horses were happy to watch it from inside the barn. 

 
Rainy day at the ranch. 
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During a break in the rain, we found a dry place to ride near Capitan Gap. 

 
We got ahead of Thunder - he runs to catch up. In the distance, clouds are building again over the 
ranch. 
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We're headed toward them thar hills. 

 
We spot a pronghorn. Odd to find one lying down at this time of day. 
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Well, what do you know! She is having a baby! 
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Awww. Mom's first kiss. 
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We mosey on, so as not to disturb them. "Gee, that was amazing to see!" 

 
Picking up speed, we race across the range. 
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With a quick stop . . . 

 
Spanky kicks it into high gear. 
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He and Thunder outdistance us on the way back to the trailer. 

 
. . . but we catch up when they stop to graze. 
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It rained again last night - today brought blue skies. 

 
Wilcox lurks in the apple tree. 
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"GRRRRR! I am a big cat. Be afraid!" 

 
MM 
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In New Mexico, we generally take our seasons one day at a time. 
Today sure felt like spring. The horses grazed on new grass, while Lulu and I dropped their trailer off in 
town for service. 

 
Since it was such a spring-like day, Lulu suggested we visit the Hondo Iris Farm. 
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Lulu loves the flowers . . . and the cool, shady lawn on a warm day. "Ah . . . this was a great idea!" 

 
There are a vast number of award-winning irises in the garden; and the rarer varieties are shipped to 
gardeners all over the country. 
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Some truly are astonishing. 
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The word "iris" means rainbow - and is the name of the Greek goddess known as the messenger of 
love. 
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The gardens are bordered by a sleepy river. 
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You can seem to travel the world, without leaving New Mexico. After the garden, we stopped by the San 
Patricio Retreat, where a courtyard seemed an awful lot like it belonged in Cuba. 
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. . . and the sprawling home once occupied by artists Henriette Wyeth and Peter Hurd is right out of the 
Spanish countryside. 
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Traveling back through Lincoln, we encountered a herd of wild Barbary sheep. They are native to North 
Africa, and after WWII, American soldiers had some mating pairs shipped home to Texas. Since the 
goat-antelope hybrid can make a standing jump of more than seven feet, they easily eluded typical 
ranch fences and began to populate isolated areas in the Southwest. 
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Naturally shy, they are rarely seen (Barbary sheep prefer arid hills and canyons, and are able to obtain 
all their metabolic water from their forage - but if liquid water is available, they will drink it). 

 
Even exotic sheep gotta scratch that itch! 
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Oh, and we made a quick detour to check on the pronghorn mom and her baby. Well . . . since they are 
the fastest land animals in the Northern Hemisphere (they can sustain higher speeds longer than 
cheetahs), I guess our friends had moved on. But we did see this one (and it saw us, before darting off). 

 
Thanks for the interesting day, Lulu! (But we look forward to having our trailer back!) 
MM 
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Spring is a congenial season. 
As we were getting ready for a ride this afternoon, some elk came to call. 
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They continued to graze as we loaded into the trailer . . . 
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. . . for a little ride at Ranchman's Camp. 

 
Suddenly, the rangeland has turned green. 
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"Got milk?" 

 
We came across a quartet of cute new calves. 
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They trotted over to check us out. 
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Their moms were nearby, and know to trust us with their babies. 
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As we moved on, one of them tagged along for a bit. You can see him, standing a little forlornly as we 
ride off. "Where'ya going?" 

 
"Bye". 
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Nature in balance. 
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Into the sunset we go. 

 
MM 
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My mother was a kind and thoughtful person - and a loving mom. She was the best. 
Mom and me - my first horseback ride (but not my last!) 

 
She passed away much too soon in 1998. I remember her with a heart full of love this 
Mother's Day - and always. 
MM 
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We took a quiet, reflective Mother's Day ride. 
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As we headed back to the trailer, the cows and calves seemed to be following along. 

 
What's this? A little herd was waiting for us. 
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Lots of moms with their babies. 
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"Gee, you're really tall." 
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They were curious of Lulu - the moms now trust that she is not a predator. 

 
"Wee hee hee!" 
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"Come over here, young man. I don't want you wandering off like that. You never know where those 
horses have been." "Aw, mom . . . " 
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If you look closely, you will see one of our granola bar treats in his mouth. I couldn't resist. 
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"What's that? Where'd you get it?" 
"He gave it to me - don't tell mom." 

 
"All right. Now what are you up to? What have you got in your mouth?" 
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"Noth'un." 

 
They all just hung out together. It was getting late, but I let them be. 
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They were checking out the inside of the trailer. For a minute, I thought we might have some company 
on the way home. 
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Nothing like a mother's love. 
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MM 
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Thought you might enjoy a little "awww" . . . 
It was too late in the day for a long ride, so we thought we would check on the calves at Ranchman's 
Camp. 

 
Sure has turned green lately. 
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Hmmm . . . they're not in any of the usual areas. We charge off in search of them. 
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Not here, either. By now the horses figured out what we were doing.  

 
Our search party. 
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A Georgia O'Keeffe moment. 

 
Those "tire tracks" in the grass are actually cow paths. They must be around here somewhere. 
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Lulu keeps looking. 

 
Hey! There are some of them. 
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A mom and two calves. Not sure if they are both hers. They don't look like twins. Cows often baby sit for 
each other. 

 
"Sheesh, that hill is too high", says the little one. 
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Awww . . . 

 
The other one finds an easier route. 
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"Did you see that?" 

 
"Whee! I made it!" 
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Kick'in up his heels. 

 
We mosey on along. 
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Mom and the little one bring up the rear. 

 
Yup. Another aww . . . 
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There's the rest of the herd. 

 
This is the little guy who got the granola bars last time. He recognizes us, and asks for another one . . . 
he is enjoying it in this photo. 
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A final aww . . . 

 
MM 
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In a fluke occurrence, Belle caught her left rear hoof in a well-maintained barbed wire 
perimeter fence here at the ranch. No one can understand how she did it . . . but she 
managed to severely cut the back of her foot, severing an artery in the process. We 
were fortunate to get her to an equine specialist ASAP, and her prognosis for full 
recovery (barring any complications) is excellent. She received multiple stitches, and is 
in a "hoof cast" to stabilize the area and aid healing. Her family is being very 
supportive and insist that she not be left alone while she recuperates. So our rides will 
be limited for the next couple of weeks or so (Thunder and I will likely be doing some 
"bachelor" outings, while the devoted Spanky stays with his best girl). 
The day before the accident - grazing in the east pasture. 
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Spanky shares a snack with his friends. 

 
After visiting the vet . . . Spanky showed his usual devotion to Belle. "Is she going to be okay?" 
Yes, Spanky. 
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The fresh cast. We told Belle it was the style this season. 

 
We'll take real good care of our girl! 
MM 
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It's been one week since Belle's accident, and her vet says she is doing "okay" 
considering the severity of her injury. We are still keeping a close eye on her. She is 
being very cooperative and seems to understand that we are doing all we can to aid 
her healing. 
On the way back from the vet checkup, we stopped by the rodeo arena in Capitan so that Thunder and 
Spanky could have a little run around (Belle was good about waiting for them). First, Thunder had a roll 
in the warm sand. 

 
He had such a good time, his feet barely touched the ground! 
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All four in the air! 
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This shot makes it look like he was running a barrel race all by himself (he wasn't). 
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He settled down and I saddled him for a little ride. 
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When we were done, Spanky came over and made it clear that he wanted to wear a saddle, too! He 
stood quietly while I put the saddle on, then he posed for photos. 

 
At home, Belle had company during one of her supervised outings in the pasture. 
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A couple of young elk wandered our way. 

 
They came on down and joined the deer in front of the house. 
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Unusual to see them this close together. 

 
So, we adapt to the circumstances, and do our best to be patient . . . 
MM 
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Word of Belle's condition seems to have gotten out to her friends. 
Although her pasture time is limited, some elk showed up in the middle of the day to say "hi". 
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More kept arriving. 
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Thunder told them all about Belle - "Yeah, we're pretty worried, but she is getting good care." 

 
"Look who's here, Belle - they want you to feel better soon!" 
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Spanky kinda blends in with the herd. 
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MM 
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